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From the
President
Will winter ever come!! We
keep getting these hints of
cold and then rain or balmy
sun. I write this as I sit on my
front porch sweating from the
sun—not complaining just
sweating—and wondering what
this is going to do for bugs and
hay next year. I know the
horses are unsure whether to
keep their winter coats or shed
them out. But, when the cold
hits we are ready, the pipes are
insulated, heated buckets
plugged in, heated hose running
into the barn, the horse blankets
are hanging on their respective
blanket bars, and hay is stocked
in. (con’t p. 5)

Have an Equine Experience
We are excited to announce the new Horse Helpers Equine Experiences
Program. Equine Experiences provides you the opportunity to gain a behind
the scenes experience at an equine rescue and a chance to create a
meaningful relationship with one of the rescued horses. Seven unique tracks
put you in control of your time at Horse Helpers. For example our most
comprehensive track is ideal for individuals seriously interested in horse care
and/or rescue. This option, approximately 6 hours in length, allows the
participant(s) to shadow and assist in a typical day’s activities. This may
include riding along on a rescue pickup, tending to the barn, or assisting with
training. At the end of the experience, participant(s) will receive a T-shirt and
Certificate of Completion. Come learn and play with us! Find out more about
Equine Experiences’ tracks by contacting horsehelpersnc@gmail.com
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Horse Helpers Featured by Purina and A Home for
Every Horse

The national A Home for Every Horse program
partners with Purina, Equine.com, and Tractor Supply
to support rescues around the country. Horse Helpers
has been a part of their program for three years. As a
member we receive donations of free feed from Purina,
free national listings of our horses and many other
benefits. A Home for Every Horse regularly promotes
stories of rescued horses and their new owners and this
year we were lucky enough to be one of those stories on
Purina’s Facebook page. The story above reached
thousands of people

Freckles, a reserved older Appaloosa gelding, was rescued
summer 2011 from horrendous conditions. He was
suffering from severe starvation and overwork. Even after
his weight was better and he was ready to go to a new
home, Freckles always seemed sad. One day Brooke came
to the barn, she had very little experience with horses but
fell in love with Freckles, and after a few months Brooke
took Freckles home with her. Today, Freckles has the look
of a horse that knows he is loved, he belongs, and he can
look forward to every day. Thanks
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Record-Breaking Chatham County Animal Rescue
In June we were approached by the Humane
Society of the US (HSUS) to assist in a seizure
of over 200 animals in Chatham County, NC.
Horses, dogs, cats, cows, goats, a pig, chickens
& ducks were living on 5 ½ acres. Although not
emaciated, all the animals were suffering from
neglect & disease, crowded in feces -covered
environments. Horse Helpers assisted in the
raid & took all but two of the large livestock: a
400-pd pig, 8 goats, & 11 horses. All the
animals had various health problems. The
horses were covered with bites & their manes
were eaten off due to nutritional deficiencies.
Once back at the farm subtler forms of abuse
became clear. The goats had never been out of
the stall in which they were nailed in, &
huddled in one corner of the pasture. They had
no idea what grazing was. It took them over
three months before they began to graze like
goats should. The horses were mistrusting &
dangerous. They would not stay in any kind of

fencing in their quest for “better” grass. A 6year-old gelding was still nursing off of his 10year-old mother; this stopped the minute they
had regular access to grass and feed.
Today all the horses are good weight &
health, they are not food aggressive, their bite
marks are gone, & they no longer eat manes.
The baby eats real food & his mama looks less
run down. The horses no longer challenge
fences & are safe with people. All eleven are
started under saddle & ready to move forward
toward a new & better life.
We were pleased to help with this
seizure, but with 26 horses it was worrisome as
winter approached. On Dec. 2, HSUS
transported 6 of the 11 horses to HSUS’ Doris
Day Equine Center in Texas. The remaining
five are continuing to receive the training they
need to find great homes. The pig & goats are
living on a local farm where they have constant
pasture and woods to roam & play on.Thank
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New Partnership with AISEC and Horse Helpers
AISEC is an international, college-based organization devoted to
creating the next world leaders. This year, AISEC is bringing its
successful Global Citizen Volunteer program to the US bringing
200 international volunteers to work between 6-12 weeks for a
nonprofit and sustained by the local AISEC community. The first
two universities committed to bringing volunteers to their area are
Yale University and Appalachian State University. Horse Helpers
is thrilled and proud to be one of the first non-profits working with
AISEC’s Global Citizen Volunteer program. ASU-AISEC and

Horse Helpers will be sharing our wonderful mountainous part of
the world with two international participants. We are so excited
about the opportunity to build global relationships and
opportunities and to share our vision with people from different
parts of the world. It’s almost like opening a Christmas present,
but better, because we can’t begin to imagine what meaning,
laughter, and learning will come from each volunteer. GVC gives
us the opportunity to encompass Horse Helpers’ values of respect
and caring for the earth and all species, peace, global community,
activism, empowerment, and tolerance in new and exciting ways.

Thanks to our 2015 Grantors:
American Assoc. of Equine Practitioners
Blowing Rock Charity Horse Show
A Home for Every Horse
Humane Society of the US
Merck Pharmaceuticals

One Horse at a Time
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals
Powell Family Foundation
Purina
Watauga Community Fund
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From the President con’t
It is a good feeling to know we are ready for the
coming storm.
This has been a tough year for Horse
Helpers, tough good and tough not so good. We
received a generous bequest from the Mary
Barclay estate and we were the honored
recipients of donations in the name of one of
our volunteers, Carden Brown, whose
unexpected passing left many in our community
in shock. The loss of friends was tough and they
will continue to be remembered for their
generosity of spirit and support of Horse
Helpers.
Horse Helpers was involved in
numerous important activities this year
including assisting in one of the largest animal
rescues in North Carolina history and the
largest rescue by the Humane Society of the US
in 2015. This pushed the number of animals we
were responsible for to almost 40 for part of the
summer, stretching our volunteers to depths we
didn’t know we had.
Horse Helpers was re-verified through
the Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries an
international accreditation organization. Also
look for two new Horse Helpers programs
starting in the spring: a corporate sponsorship
program and the new Equine Experiences
program.
We had another banner year for
adoptions and continue to spread the word
about Horse Helpers through the antics of
Chester, the mini and his new sidekick, Hank.
Books sales of Chester’s Barn continue at a rapid
pace. Thanks to Hank and Chester we have
visited schools in Ashe, Avery, and Watauga
Counties, senior centers, parades, and other
promotions.
We are very grateful to our many
supporters for your trust in Horse Helpers. And,
we are endlessly amazed by the degree of trust
the neglected, abandoned and abused horses are
willing to give us after such painful experiences
with humans. I daily learn something from
these horses about how to be a better person.

Thank you to all our supporters. We couldn’t
do it without you.
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We Need You
As 2015 draws to a close, please remember
Horse Helpers.
Giving sick abused and unwanted
horses a second chance

Happy Winter!

Horse Helpers of the High Country
1199 Odes Wilson Rd.
Zionville, NC 28698

